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CHAPTER I 
The Nature of the Investigation 
1 Statement of the Problem 
I 
I The purpose of this study is to collect games and activities 
for improving arithmetic readiness and for the more effective teaching 
of number fact~ in the primary grades. 
JUstification 
In order to be successful in learning the fundamental arith-
metic facts in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division a 
child needs a sound foundation in counting abilities. This aspect of 
arithmetic readiness it seems can be more easily improved through the use 
of various games and activities. Thus with such material available to 
teachers, the process of developing such arithmetic readiness is more 
effectively carried out. After an adequate degree of such readiness has 
been acquired, the teaching of the fundruaental arithmetic facts can be 
1 more interestingly taught through well chosen and appropriate games and 
I activities. 
I Procedure 
In order to make a compilation of some of the most appropriate 
and worthwhile games and activities for establishing number readiness 
and for teaching arithmetic facts more interestingly many method books 
I' on arithmetic have been examined. Helpful suggestions for the enrichment 
of the teaching of arithmetic have also been obtained from magazine 
articles. The games and activities chosen to make up this compilation 
6. 
were selected all because they had a. definite purpose and because they 
re~uired little or practically no e~uipment. The writer has purposely 
avoided including games and activities that need elaborate drawings and 
I 
instructions to make it possible to the teacher to make the activity 
~ clear to the children. The games and activities are presented in pretty 
much the same style as used by method books on arithmetic. In order to 
be chosen to appear in this compilation, the game or activity had to 
have a definite purpose and be easy to understand and teach to the pupils. 
This is not intended to be a complete listing; rather, it is ~ selected 
I 
listing, covering various types of games and activities. 
Chapter III is made up of games and activities for improving arit~metic 
Section A of 
~ readiness through counting procedures, both rote and rational. Rote 
counting is dealing with activities that teach the number names and idea 
of se~uence and rational counting which is the actual enumeration of 
objects. 
Section B of Chapter III has suggestions for practice activities 
which if used correctly should help pupils master the number combinations 
taught in the primary grades. 
0 HAPI'F..B. I I 
Review of Related I,i terature and Research 
Introduction 
One of the most £avorable and outstanding changes in the 
teaching of arithmetic has been the consideration of the individual child. 
11 No longer is every child forced to learn the fundamentals of arithmetic 
II 
,, 
without adequate testing to find out whether he has the necessary bac~ 
ground. A readiness for the process of mastering the rudiments of 
1 arithmetic has to be established. "Readiness for numbers involves more 
11 than a mental maturity which permits the child to learn to recite number 
,.rords. The whole child must be taken in consideration -- Is he physically, 
1 
socially, mentally, and educationally ready to do the '\11ork? 11 
Significance of Ability to Count 
Before a child can really learn to use arithmetic he must 
learn to com1t and this ability is considered a very complex and difficult 
skill and a necessary foundation for all learning of arithmetic. Because 
of this fact much emphasis should be placed upon it. 
Rote and RB~tional Counting 
In acquiring skill in counting, a child needs to make use of 
two types of counting, rate and rational. ROte counting teaches number 
1 
George E. Hollister and Agnes G. Gunderson, Teaching Arithmetic in 
Grades I and II, Bostoh, D. c. Heath and Company, 19.5._4. P. 60. 
7. 
I. 
names and establishes an idea of sequence. "Exercises in r.ote counting 
may be used to help teach the number names and establish an idea of 
sequence. Children enjoy saying nursery rhymes for the rhythm and sound. 
The pleasure derived from such activities 'IIill facilitate learning. n2 
"Rote count i ng and the ability to distinguish the objects to be counted 
are the prerequisite skills which need to be learned before rational 
ti t . b 1 d n3 coun _ng or enumera ~on can e earne • Rational counting be ing the 
process of enumerating a group of objects correctly. 11 .A.s the child makes 
his early a ttempts to enumerate it is usua,lly desirable for him to touch 
each object as he counts or even to pick it up and place it in another 
L~ 
pile. 11 
Individual Diff~~ce s i n pounting Ability 
Individual differences among young children, even of the same 
age, is quite marked, especially this ability to count. Morton says, 
liThe average child 1oJhen he enters the first grade can count to 25 or 30 
by r<Ote or 20 when objects are counted. F...alf the class may not even 
o.o this "iell a.nd some may be able to do better and others may not be able 
to count at all. Ther~fore, it is the responsibility of each teacher who 
2 
Hollister and Gunderson, Op. cit., pp. 62-63. 
3 
Lucy Lynde Rosenquist, Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic, 
Bo ston, Ginn end Company, 1949, p . 26. 
4 
Hollister and Gunderson, Op. Cit., p. 63. 
8. 
teaches arithmetic to get acquainted vdth each child and find out just 
,.,hat background each pupil has for ari thrnetic.n.5 
Margaret Drummond describes six stages of early counting. 
(1) No knowledge of numbers or counting at all 
(2) Knows one and two and sometimes other n~~ber terms 
(3) Knows the order of the first few numbers and 
recognizes small groups 
(4) Kno\·Tledge of number series and as far as ten or twenty 
can count small groups of objects, although not 
al\vays accurate 
(.5) Familiarity with number series and greater faculty 
in counting, although not sure of the process of 
passing from one decade to another. 
(6) Familiarity with numbers and able to count any number 
of things, errors due mainly to lack of attention. 
"First grade teachers will find their pupils in any six of these stages 
and teachers must teach arithmetic to child according to stage they are 
6 
in. 11 
Practice Activities for Improving Arithmetic Readiness and the Mastery of 
Number Combinations 
To improve a child Is skill in counting ability and knol-1ledge · 
5 
Robert L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary Grades, 
New York, Silver Burdett Co., 1938, pp. 59-61. 
6 
Margaret Drummond, Psychology and the Teaching of Number, Yonkers-
on-the Hudson, New York. World Eook Co., 1922, p. 3.5. 
9. 
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number combinations all sorts of games and activities may be employed. 
Wilson says, 11 A teacher must learn to live and plan \<Jith the children 
on the i r level. In true motivation the urge comes from within. Teacher 
may start games or activities, but if children do not take them up and 
carry forward \'Vi thout pressure from the teacher, then they are not good 
suggestions. Teacher must learn to stand by, to wait to recognize pupils 
leads and encourage them. It is only thus that they can really enter into 
the lives of children and be a vital force in their development. Number 
comes vfi th the normal development resulting from experience. u? 
Once a child becomes skilled in ability to count he is ready to 
master the various addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
facts that are necessary equipment for eve~rday living. During the primary 
grades, especially, games and activities if of the right sort and if 
skillfully used can play an important part. 
11 To insure the desirability of the activity from an educational 
standpoint, the teacher should judge the game according to these five 
criteria: 
(1 ) The activity should appeal to the pupil. It should be 
interesting and suitable to the maturity of the group. 
(2) It should have definite sound value: for example, it 
may develop consideration for others, encourage cooperation I 
and the taking of turns and provide satisfactory competition~ 
(J) Rules for playing should be simple, so that all the 
children can readily understand and follow them. Keeping 
score should not interfere with the progress of game. 
Guy ~lil son et al. , Teaching the Ne\'1 Arithmetic, Ue'\lt York, .McGral.,-Hill 
~k Qo.:;t 9.51 81~· -====--
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(4) The game should involve most of the players most of 
the time. Children lose interest if they have to wait 
too long for a turn. Perhaps several groups each formed 
according to ability, may play. 
(.5) The game should have a purpose related to arithmetic, and 
using arithmetic Should be essential to the play or to 
the scoring. It should not involve arithmetic beyond the 
8 
child ts understanding. 11 
11 If games and devices are well selected and judiciously used 
they help considerably by attaining a satisfactory degree of mastery of the 
fundamental combinations of addition and subtraction. If interest is to 
be kept at a high level the teacher must have an intensive repertoire of 
games and devices that a \-ride variety may be employed and that the 
selection may be satisfactory for the particular group and at the particular 
9 time when practice is to be provided. 11 
11 Ga.mes in the connection with the teaching of numbers are 
played more for the enjoyment derived from them with number learning 
incidental. They are valuable for motivating drill, but have little value 11 
in providing repetitions for drill itself. In the modern methods of 
teaching arithmetic in the primary grades emphasis is placed on the goal 
to present the material in such a way as to give number meaning and 
experience rather than employing meaningless drill. To carry out such 
an endeavor g.a~es , if properly chosen and directed are most helpful. 
Devices, also, are recommended to give drill on some facts and processes 
8 
Hollister and Gunderson, op. cit. p. 42. 
11. 
10 
making use of the game setting for their interests. 11 
"Children need many experiences in grouping objects before 
they acquire the ability to recognize number groups without one to one 
counting. Pupils should have many opportunities to discover for them-
selves that the concept of five includes 3 and 2 and 2 and 3, 4 and 1 
and 1 and 4. Teachers should 'Utilize children's interest in games \'!hen 
they plan activities designed to help p~pils develop speed in recognition 
of rnL~ber groups -- games should be simple enough to be used as a f r ee 
period activity b.Y the children. Concrete and semi-concrete materials 
11 
should be used in games that develop the grouping concept. 11 
10 
Wilson, op. cit., pp. 78-79. 
11 
Catherine Hanrahan, 11 Number Games 11 , Grade Teacher (January 1957), 
p. 33. 
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CHAPTER III 
Section A -- Counting Practice Activities 
Introductory Statement 
The following counting games and activities are presented as 
helpful suggestions for increasing arithmetic readiness and. for 
improving a child •s skill in counting and making him better prepared to 
master the fundamental arithmetic facts usually taught in the primary 
grades. These activities presented can be used in the kindergarten 
or home as well as early first grade. Rote as well as rational counting 
is represented by the practice activities. 
Experiences in Counting Activities 
Pu~pose - to provide activities to develop counting skill through the 
use of rote and rational counting. 
(1) Hide and Seek- games requires counting to 100 by one 1s 
while other children hide. 
(2) Dominoes, Lotto, and similar race games. 
(3) Counting jingles in connection with rope jumping 
and choosing sides. 
(4) Reading of stories and verses in '\vhich numbers are 
involved. 
' 
(5) Songs- ex- Five Little Chicadees 
(6) Jingles and finger games - helpful to acquire the order 
of number names. 
(?) Early school counting experiences. 
Oount1.ng number of days to someone's birthday, daily 
news in classroom. Reading readiness activities 
involving number. 
Counting experiences in connection 111i th science and 
social studies activities. 
(8) Felt :Board- use 1-:ith circles to oof,l.nt number of 
children present. 
(9) Use of Tickets- representative material to count children. 
Three tickets a.s a group easier to see than three 
children in a group. 
(10 ) :Blocks, bottle caps, sticks, commercial counting 
disks, play money, pieces of paper (oak tag i s best) 
grains of corn, beans are the most useful objects 
to use to provide counting experiences. 
16. 
USE OF 1TUHJ3ER CARDS 
Purpose - to teach place of numbers in the series or for identifying 
qua.nities in exercises on arithmetic table and bulletin board. 
Procedure - Make ntl..Tnber cards 11 3 by 511 or larger with numbers 1 to 10 
(One to a card). These can be used as a device for becoming familiar 
\·Ii th nm&'lbers. 
17. 
Rote Counting by lOis 
Purpose - To help children get an understanding , through the use of 
the number chart below, of the number system to 100 and as an aid in 
learning to write numbers. 
Procedure - Copy this chart on the blackboard.. Have the pupils read 
the numbers down from top to bottom to get the sequence of numbers. 
Reading across, decade arrangement can be taught. Then the pupils can 
read the bottom line to count to 100 by lO•s. 
1 11 21 !31 41 51 61 71 81 91 
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92 
3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 
4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94 
5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 
6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 
7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97 
8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98 
9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99 
10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
The use of the Ten~ Frame also helpful (10 rolls of 10 beads each) 
Practice of Reading the Even Hundreds in Numbers 
Purpose - Use of chart below for reading the even hundreds and for 
going through other hundreds by tens. 
Procedure - Copy chart below on the board and have pupil read off the 
numbers by the even hundreds as well as reading other hundreds. 
100 101 102 Also 300 
200 102 202 310 
300 103 302 320 
400 104 402 330 
500 105 502 340 
600 106 602 350 
700 107 702 360 . 
800 108 802 370 
900 109 902 380 
1000 1001 1002 390 
400 
-= _;:;-~--~--
19. 
T.A:BLE ~.WNITORS 
Purpose - To improve counting ability. 
Procedure - Have children seated at tables with 4 or 5 children at 
each table. When mater i al is distributed monitors come for them and 
take just the number needed for their group. If monitors take too 
many or too few items an opportunity can be offered to discuss the 
numbers involved deciding how much less or more are needed. Monitors 
can be changed every t\'>JO '"eeks. 
20. 
I SPY 
Purpose- To increase a child's rapidity in enumeration ability. 
Materials - A flannel board, cut out figures of birds or animals, a 
screen made up of two 12 11 by 1811 sheets of clip board hingedtogether 
"'i th tape. 
Procedure - The leader places the screen in front of the flannel board . 
Then he arranges five bircls on the board to make the pattern 4 and 1. 
He lifts the screen to expose the number group and conceals it again. 
The leader asks the child, 11 How many birds did. you spy? 11 The child 
ans,vers, 11 I sa'\>t four birds and one bird. I sa'\>1 five birds in a11. 11 
Another enswer might be, 11 I saw five birds. 11 11Four birds and one bird :_ 
are five birds. 11 Patterns should be varied to show all possible 
groupings of any number. Cut out figures can be used to add variety. 
-=---=-..:...:.-
21. 
CHAPTER III 
Section B-- Practice Activities for Mastering 
Arithmetic Facts 
Int r oductory Statement 
The following grunes and activities are presented as a 
helpful source of material for helping children master the arithmetic fact 
in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division usually taught 
in the three primary grades. In Section B. 1. games are gi ven that are 
strictly games and such that can be played with practically no pre~aration 
on the teacher's part. While activities that require some equipment and 
preparation are included under Section B. 2, some of which might be 
classified as devices. 
22. 
CHAPTER III 
Section 13.1 
Games For Mastering Arithmetic Facts 
23. 
NIDfBER C !ROLE 
Purpose - For practice in giving quic k answers to arithmetic problems 
containing several parts. 
Procedure - The teacher has the children form a circle and she herself 
stands in the center of the circle and gives certain number combinations 
to the children in quick succession such as seven times two, divided 
by two and added to ten. If a child answers incorrectly, he is obliged 
to go into the center of the circle. However, if he can answer correctly 
an example a child has failed on, he may return to the circle. The 
,o~inner of the game is the player ,.,ho has been in the center of the circle 
the least number of times. 
24. 
Combination Change 
Purpose - Drill in ~ombination facts. 
Procedure - Children form a circle with one child in the center who is 
the leader. Each child in the ring is given a number and two children 
are given the same number. Cards are held so as to be visible to all. 
~fuen a number, such as 15, is called all children with combination that 
make 15 change places. This keeps all pupils alert to recognize number 
combination that make 15. For example, two children that have 7 and two 
pupils that have 8 change places. If one of the children that holds one 
of the necessary combination fails to change places with someone, the 
leader can take his place in the ring and one who fails to change places 
becomes the leader and he can call the sum of any two combinations that 
are in the hands of the children and then the game continues. 
25. 
Pussy in the Corner (an adaptation) 
Purpose - For practice in mastering addition facts. 
Procedure - All pupils but one who is it stand in a circle. Each child 
in the circle is given a number not greater than 18, two pupils being 
given the same number. The child who is it takes his place in the 
center and. announces a combination as 8 and 6. The two pupils who have 
the number 14 exchange places and the pupil "'ho is 11 it 11 tries to get 
the place of one of them. If he is successful, the one displaced becomes 
11 it.n If unsuccessful, he announces another combination. 
26. 
·I 
I 
Hit The Squares 
!Urpose - A good active team game for drill in addition combinations. 
Procedure - Number the squares on the rubber tile floor of the classroom 
or if plain 1-100d floor draw squares '"ith numbers 1 - 20. Divide the 
group into two sides. The children take turns bouncing a tennis ball 
on the numbered squares on the floor. A leader picks up a flash card 
and calls out an addition combination as, for ey..ample, 6 and 9. \iUickly 
the player should call the answer 15 and try to bounce the ball on the 
square marked 15. If he succeeds in both answering correctly, the 
combination as well as bouncing the ball in the correct square, a point 
is scored for his side. The player from the other side ta_'k:es his turn 
and follows the same procedure. Whenever a child gives an incorrect 
ans;.1er, he is given the flash card to study later. The '\'Tinning side 
is the one that secures the most points. 
II 
27. 
Purnose - Effective game for drill on number co~binations for it requires 
every child to think out every answer. 
Procedure- Have children form a circle and give each one a number 
combination. Teacher stands on the outside of the circle with a large 
rubber ball and gives a number combination, such as 5 + 2, and tosses 
the ball up in the air high• enough to come do11rn in the center of the 
circle. The child whose number is 7 is to catch the ball, give the 
sum, and toss the ba~l to the teacher. No child in the circle is to 
move or touch the ball except the one who has the correct number. 
Continue game rapidly so all m~ take part in the game. 
28. 
========~================================~====~========~-~~~-=-~~==~-
29. 
I=---
.e 
HOME RUN 
Purpose - For ~11 on multiplication number facts. 
Procedure - Dra\>r on the blackboard a figure representing a baseball 
diamond. Write three numbers on each corner on base allo\'!ing some 
of the la~ger numbers to be repeated. Write the multiplier in the 
pitcher's bo:x:. The pupil makes a home run by naming the prod.ucts of 
the numbers in the pitcherls bo:x: by the numbers at the bases to which 
the teacher or other pupil points. For example, the teacher at the 
home plate may point to the numbers 2, 7, 4, 9. The pupil responds 
12, 42, 24, 54. If he makes a mistake, he is called out at that base, 
as 11 0ut at third. 11 Scores can be kept for individuals or for teams 
\oJhich have been chosen. 
2 • • 1 
.3 5 
7 8 
8 6 4 
l.J. 
.7 .. 
. e 
/ 
MULTIPLICATION BALL 
Purpose - To teach the multiplication tables more rapidly. 
Procedure - Have the children playing the game form a rather wide 
c i rcle with one child on the outside holding a rubber ball. This 
pl ayer tosse s the ball over the pupils' heads and into the center of 
the ring a t t he same time calling out such combinat i ons as 11 7 ::x: 2, 11 
11 8 ::x: 5, 11 11 4 ::x: 611 or any other combination. If a child in the circle 
answers the q_ue stion correctly and ca,tches the ball before it bounces 
t wice, he scores ten. The child that scores 100 first is t he winner . 
30 • 
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:eomrc nTG cARDs 
Purnose - To give practice in aQding. 
Procedure - Drm·r three sections on the ground a short d i s tance from a 
;-roll number ing Section A- 5 po ints, Sect ion :B - 6 points, end Section C 
7 points. Have players s tand in a line c.. short cti stance from a t'lall 
and take turns thro;·Jing four cards each 21!" :x: Ji11 age.inst the wall so 
they bouu!ce bank. Have each child keep track of his o~m sc ore by 
no t i cing the section in 1trhich his cards fall . The pupil holding the 
top score is the '"inner. 
Jl. 
FOX A1TD GEESE 
~- For drill in addition and subtraction facts. 
Procedure - A pupil, representing a fox, stands in the center of a 
circle of childr.en, representing geese. He calls on a goose 'by name 
and announces a combination. If the sum or difference is not given 
correctly, the goose is caught and joins the fox. Next a second goose 
is named and another combination is called. A goose \•rho has been 
caught may escape to the circle 'by giving a correct ans\"er when the 
fox accepted a 111rong anS\'Jer or he may 'be allo\"ed to return to the 
circle by giving any answer before the goose called upon can give it . 
In this case the goose called upon is caught. Be sure the name of the 
goose is called. 'before giving the combination in order to encourage 
prompt answers. 
32. 
l 
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i'IIHG ING i'iiLD GEESE 
Puruose - A means of getting rapid drill on multiplication and division 
combination. 
Procedure - Arrange nine digits on the blackboard in an angle representing 11 
a number of "rild geese in characteristic flight 
2 
5 
8 
4 
3 
9 
1 
6 
7 
formation. The digits should be placed in random 
order and be changed occasionally. As a bullet 
any number from 2 to 9 may be used depending upon 
"'hat grade you are using this game with. If the 
bullet is 4, the pupils wing~ the geese by na~ing 
in rapid succession the products 24, 8, 20, J2, 16, 
12, J6, 4, 28. ~fuen used for division combinations, 
let the dividends b~ the geese and let the divisor 1 
serve as a bullet. 
JJ. 
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GUESSING GAlv!E 
~~rpose - For drill in simple addition and subtraction facts. 
Procedure - Teacher may start the game by saying I'M thinking of tt-o!O 
numbers that make 8. Various pupils try to ans,<Jer by saying, 11 Ie it 
5 and 3? 11 The child that guesses the right combitl4tion then chooses 
another combination of 't'rhich he '\>thispers to the teacher to be sure he 
is correct. Then he tells the class the sum of his numbers. ~1e players 
1 guess until they get the right . combination. Game can also be played 
I 
with subtraction facts. 
35. 
11 TiH1TKS 11 
Puruose - To provide drill in s.ddition. 
Procedure - Use a pack of 56 cards on which the figures from 1 to 14 
are printed, there being four copies of each figure. The cards are 
shuffled among the children playing. The players set their bunch of card.s 
do~m in front of them. First player turns up his first card and puts it 
in froht of his pile and the other players do likewise. As soon as 
anyone sees that the sum of any two exposed cards is 15, he calls out 
11 Tldnks 11 and may take two sets of cards involved. A pack of 40 cards 
can be used, also using numbers 1 - 10. Before the game starts the sum 
that ,..,111 be called 11 T,dnks 11 will be decided upon. Game continues until 
one player has all the cards o~ after a specific time has passed. The 
player with the most cards is the wiP~er. 
11 TOPPER11 
Purpose - For quick results in giving ans\,rers to flash card combinations. 
Proced.ure - Tt,ro pupils, a boy and a girl are chosen to come to the front 
of the room ~~d stand facing the teacher or leader of this game. The 
leader holds up a flash card and Nhichever one of the couple answers the 
combination first .has his initials ~~itten on the blackboard. The next 
two pupils race to give the anS':!er to the nex:t flash card and so on until 
all pupils have had a turn. A check is made to see whether boys or 
girls have \•ron. Then a star is placed on a colored cardboard bird at 
the front of the room for the winning side. A child at the blackboard 
calls firet t\oro winners and removes their initials. The initials of 
the one who first answers correctly are recorded at the bottom of the 
list. The game continues until there are no more partners. The last 
one up is called 11 Topper 11 and has his name printed on the boy's or 
girl •s bird. At the end-of the month the boy or girl whose name appears 
the greatest number of times takes home his bird. 
.36. 
CHAPTER III 
Section J3.2 
Other Activities, including Devices for ~~stering Arithmetic Facts 
37. 
RACE TRACK DEVICE 
Purpose - To drill on multiplication and division facts. 
Procedure - Dra1•1 a number >'lheel on the blackboard as pictured. On the 
outer ring numbers from one to twelve 
are written in random order in the outer 
ring and the multiplier in the center. 
These outer digits and the multiplier can 
be easily changed. Either the teacher or 
another pupil can point to the digits in thJ 
order given going around the circle in 
either direction with a pupil giving the 
answers. This device can be used for 
division also, simply by placing the 
products in the outer ring to serve as 
dividends. 
38. 
39. 
USE OF NUl\ffiER LADDERS 
4+2 2 + 4' Purpose - For drill in addition. 
6+3 3 + 6 
Procedure - Ladders can be drawn 
3+7 7 + 3 
on blackboard and two children 
4 -t-. 1 1 ;- 4 
chosen to race to the top. They 
6 ..,_ 4 4 + 6 
may be cautioned to be careful not 
2+3 3 + 2 
to fall off by giving wrong answers. 
1+9 9+ 1 I The pupils may be timed with the 
1+1 2+2 
second hand on a ,~tch. The child 
5+5 3 +- 3 
that gives the answers in the shorteEt 
3+ 5 5 + 3 
time is the winner. 
7+ 2 2 + 7 
'4+ 3 3 +- 4 
2 -t-6 6 +- 2 
1+8 8.+ 1 
-~==~~======================================================= 
CLOCK DEVICE 
Purpose - To te~ch addition and multiplication facts. 
Procedure - Draw a clock on the bl~ckboard as pictured below. Point 
to one number on circumference and have some child add this number to 
number in the center. Skip 
around in random order pointing 
to various numbers and calling 
on different children. 
4o. 
STEPPING STOlmS 
Purpose - Drill for quick response to number combinations. 
Procedure - Draw a stream on the blackboard with stepping stones so 
arranged that there exe several routes from one shore to the other. 
Each stone will have a combination written upon it. Children choose 
routes and cross the stream by answering the combinations on the stones, 
being warned not to fall into the water, by making a mistake. The 
pupils at their seats '~tch for mistakes. 
41. 
BACING FIGURES 
Purpose - Drill in number combinations. 
Procedure - Teacher prints on the blackboard four examples such as 
the follo,.; ing: 
19- 8- ?:x:4= 18- 2::: 4:x:9• 
Each ans\·rer represents a lap in the figure race . The children pu t do'm 
the answers as soon as the problem is given. A minute is allmo1ed 
to complete the p r oblem and the child who has the most correct answers 
or number of laps to his credit is considered the \'/inner. If the group 
i s large, there may be several winners. Several groups of four examples 
mey be given to help determine the final winner or l'Tinners. 
42. 
4J. 
=========~~~~~~~=========================================================~===========#======~-=-
NUMllER RACE 
Purpose - To provide p r actice in number combinations. 
Procedures - Divide the blackboard into spaces. In each space place 
number combinations or examples in addition, subtraction, multiplication 
or division. Call each space a mile. 
.A 5-/- J = J X 2 :: 10- 7- 12 + 4 = 
Select t"ro children to run a race. Start one child at 11 A11 and th~ 
other at 11 :B. 11 The one running the greatest number of miles correctly 
is the winner of the race. 
NUMBER :BOOKS 
Purpose- To provide a device for drill in the multiplication t ables. 
Procedure - Rave children cut figures from a calendar and paste them 
on a t ablet sheet to represent the most difficult facts to remember. 
They can then ao.d the sign of the times and the eq_uali ty marks and 
thus make the multiplication tables. Several of these sheets can be 
fastened together and made into book form. 
44. 
I 
I 
USE OF FLASH CARDS 
PQrpose to help ac~uire mastery of number combinations 
A. Foundation 1Tuinber \vork, Set No. 1 
j2l obverse 1Jl
2 1___2j side L:_l 
These cards (about 611 by 
reverse 
side 
.3 11)are printed in large type 
that mey be easily seen from any part of the room. Used 
by the teacher for drill in addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. One set needed for each 
primary classroom. 
E. Foundation Number Work, Set No. 2 
These cards 8 11 by Ji 11 also are printed in large type. 
!hey can be hung above the blackboard to use for reference 
\lrhen learning the addition a11d subtraction facts. 
Desk _C_ards (2 11 by .3 11 ) made by teacher or children of oak tag, putting 
numbers on them in black crayon. As the cards of Set No. 2 are hung 
before the class, each child can make a corresponding small one to be 
kept in his desk for use in class exercises. 
4). 
APPENDIX 
Introduc tory Statement 
Games and activities for counting and mastering arithmetic 
facts are listed under processes when they will be found useful. 
46. 
Chapter III 
Arithmetic Practice Activities 
A. Counting Page 
1. Activities providing rote counting 
Counting Jingles 15 
Hide and Seek 15 
Reading of stories and verses involving 15 
nwnber names. 
Reading the Even Hundreds 
Rote counting by lOis 
Songs 
Use of Number Cards 
2. Activities Ca,lling for Rational Counting 
Early School Counting Experiences 
I Spy 
Race Games 
Table Honi tors 
Use of Felt Board 
Use of various objects for counting 
B. Activities for ~mstering Arithmetic Facts 
1. Addition 
]all Game 
Bouncing Cards 
Clock Device 
Combination Change 
19 
18 
15 
17 
16 
21 
15 
20 
16 
16 
28 
31 
40 
25 
47. 
48. 
lr Page 
Fox and Geese 32 
Guessing Game 36 
Hit the Squares 27 
Number Circle 24 
Number Ladder 39 
Humber B..ace 43 
Puss In The Corner (an adaptation) 26 
P.acing Figures 42 
Stepping Stones 41 
11 Topper 11 36 
11 T1·.rinksll 35 
Use of Flash Cards 45 
2. Subtraction 
Combination change 25 
Fox and Geese 32 
Number Circle 24 
Number Race 43 
Rf,,cing Figures 42 
Stepping Stone s 41 
Use of Flash Cards 45 
3. Multiplication 
Clock Device 40 
Combination Change 25 
Number Eooks 44 
:r:.Tumber Circle 24 
J!Tumber Race 43 
Page 
Rae ing Fig;ure s 42 
Race Track 38 
Stepping Stones 41 
Use of Flash Carets 45 
i•iinging \'lild Geese 33 
4. Division 
Combination Change 25 
Number Circle 24 
lifumber Race 43 
Racing Figures 42 
Race Track 38 
Use of F'lash Cards 45 
\'linging ~'lild Geese 33 
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